Explaining the definitions and concepts
behind digitalization
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• Laundry equipment for smart processes
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digital transformation
digitization
digitalization
quality assurance
sustainability
process optimization
digital culture
digital platform
self-organization
digital community
digital business and
operating models
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artificial intelligence (AI)
machine learning
big data
data mining
block chain
Novel data analyses tools:
Jupyter Notebook /GIT
vs. MS office

Process
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optimization
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Design of Experiment
process analytics
process measurement
technology
process visualization
process simulation
sensor technology
Internet of things (IoT)
RFID
Bluetooth
digital twin

laundry
equipment

•
•
•
•

robotics
communication
technology
cloud-based
platform
(fully) automated
process

education &
training

•
•
•

digital education
concepts
virtual reality
augmented reality

Company culture
open-minded

sustainability

social responsibility

Digital transformation
• Among others definitions, digital transformation is:
„ an evolutionary process that leverages digital
capabilities and technologies to enable business models,
operational processes and customer experiences to create
value“
A. Pucihar et al., 30th BLED eConference, University of Maribor Press, 2017.

• The transformational process is in the most cases:
disruptive, incremental and is a long-term step

Digitization & Digitalization
• „Digitization is the process of changing analogue to digital“
Gartner‘s IT Glossary, 2019.

• „Digitalization is a phenomenon of transforming analogue
data in digital language (i.e. digitization), which, in turn, can
improve business relationships between customer and
companies, bringing added value to the whole economy and
society.”

J. Reis et al., IJCIEOM 2019, LNMUINEN, pp. 443-456, 2020.

Several digitalization projects can lead to strategic digital
transformation of a business unit

•

“A (laundry) process can be represented by some equations or
perhaps solely by experimental data, e.g. titration protocols. You
have a single performance criterion in mind such as minimum cost
or minimum rewash rate. The goal of optimization is to find the
values of the variables in the process (i.e. temperature, amount of

detergents) that yield the best value of the performance criterion.
The described factors-process or model and the performance
criterion-constitute the optimization problem/task.“
derived from T.F. Edgar, D. M. Himmelsblau, L. S. Lasdon, Optimization of
Chemical Processes, 2nd edition, 2001.

• The optimization problem can also consists of questions like: At
which process conditions the laundry operates in the most

sustainable or the most quality-conscious way?

rinsing quality / drying temperature / process efficiency

Process optimization

optimal whiteness
quality

t

whiteness appearance of laundry

Digital culture
• „Digital culture refers often to a culture that is shaped
by the emergence and the use of digital technologies“
derived from www.diggitmagazine.com, 2019.

• Digital culture is open-minded for creation of:

 digital communities (i.e. which use all forms of
digital technologies) or digital platforms
 as well as involve novel form of work, e.g. use
of self-organization paradigms to facilitate

swarm intelligence of an expert team

Digital platform

M. De Reuver et al., Journal of Information Technology, 33, 124–135, 2018.

Digital operating and business models
• Among others one of the definitions of business model: “The business model is an abstract representation
of an organization, be it conceptual, textual, and/or graphical, of all core interrelated architectural, cooperational, and financial arrangements designed and developed by an organization presently and in the
future, as well as all core products and/or services organization offers, or will offer, based on these
arrangements that are needed to achieve its strategic goals and objectives”
M. Al-Debei et al., Proceedings of the Fourteenth Americas Conference on Information
Systems, Toronto, Canada August 14th-17th, 2008.

• accordingly, digital business models involve digital technologies & platforms, e.g. Uber platform
• The digital operation models are focused on operational/technical level of integration of digital
technologies into the process landscape in order to create value

Data & their analytics

Artificial intelligence (AI) & machine
learning
• „The ultimate goal of AI is to develop human like
intelligence in machines. Such a dream can be
accomplished by using (machine) learning algorithms
which try to mimic how human brain learns.“
• Machine learning is defined as: „The field of study that
gives computers the ability to learn without being

explicitly programmed.“
S. Das et al. International Journal of Computer Applications, 115, 0975-8887, 2015.

Big data
Big data definitions
• “Big data is a term that describes large volumes
of high velocity, complex and variable data that
require advanced techniques and technologies to
enable the capture, storage, distribution,
management, and analysis of the information.”
TechAmerica Foundation’s Federal Big Data Commission, 2012

• The Three V’s (Volume, Variety and Velocity)

have emerged as a common framework to
describe big data
A. Gandomi et al., International Journal of Information
Management, 35, 137–144, 2015.

Data mining, process mining and business
intelligent
• Data Mining
 Statistical-mathematical methods for recognizing patterns in data
 With the help of algorithms, data can be searched, preprocessed, processed and evaluated
• Business Intelligent
 Multidimensional analysis to evaluate and display the data for risk and cost reduction as well
as optimization in the value chain
 The focus is on key indicators (including key performance indicators, or KPIs)

• Process Mining
 Digitalization / modeling of processes for real-time analysis
 The analysis enables an end-to-end view and helps with the optimization decision as well as
the problem definition in processes

Block chain
•

“a decentralized database containing sequential,
cryptographically linked blocks of digitally signed asset
transactions, governed by a consensus model.”

•

Public blockchains have no single owner; are visible by anyone;
their consensus process is open to all to participate in; and they
are full decentralized.

•

Private blockchains use privileges to control who can read from
and write to the blockchain. Consensus algorithms and mining
usually aren’t required as a single entity has ownership and
controls block creation.

•

Hybrid (or consortium) blockchains are public only to a
privileged group. The consensus process is controlled by known,

privileged servers using a set of rules agreed to by all parties.
Copies of the blockchain are only distributed among entitled
participants; the network is therefore only partly decentralized.
K. Sultan et al., 11th IADIS International
Conference Information Systems, 2018.

Example: Block chain in laundry business
•

healthcare sector is one of the major customers of commercial laundries

•

„Staff and workers interviews have pointed out flow dysfunctions such as
food delivery, laundry and medicines dispatching, waste management, etc. “
J.C. Pinheiro et al., 29th International Conference on Flexible Automation and
Intelligent Manufacturing (FAIM2019), June 24-28, 2019, Limerick, Ireland

•

for example, wrong laundry delivery , loss of laundry and contamination of
laundry during delivering process

•

For example, if main supply chain players would establish a block chain, i.e.
consortium of hospitals, laundries, food and medical products suppliers,
federal agencies etc., that would lead to:
 Faster and leaner logistics in global trade
 Improving transparency and traceability
E. Delmas, Logistics oriented analysis of the integration of Blockchain and
Internet of Things, M.Sc. Thesis, Technical University of Berlin, 2018.

Example: Block chain in textile industry
•

Walmart: “Has developed a Blockchain backed automate quality control system. Together
with partners, Wal-Mart has conducted a Blockchain test designed to trace the origin and
care of food products such as pork from China and mangoes from Mexico. To begin with,
this initiative documented the producer of each specified food product so that Wal-Mart can
easily address any case of contamination, should this arise. Secondly, the test put
mechanisms in place to identify and rectify the improper care of food throughout the
journey from farm to store. For example, since meat shipments must not rise above a
certain temperature, the test took temperature data from sensors attached to the food
products and committed this data to the Blockchain-based system. From there, automated
quality assurance processes notified relevant parties in the event of suboptimal transport
conditions.”
E. Delmas, Logistics oriented analysis of the integration of Blockchain and Internet of Things, M.Sc.
Thesis, Technical University of Berlin, 2018.

Take back the data control of your
laundry
• process data in commercial laundries belong to themselves
• By hiring 1-2 IT-savvy engineers per laundry facility, laundries
would make a significant investment, but:
 those people could control the joint projects (i.e. process
optimization) with laundry detergent and machine equipment
suppliers; facilitating the most cost-efficients option for the
laundry facility
 further such experts could simplify the acquisition of customers,

accelerate digital transformation, enhance quality assurance etc.
 The return of investment, through such strategical decision (i.e.
hiring IT-savvy experts) could be very beneficial

Modern problems require
modern solutions

For example: Using novel data analyses
tools
• Example: During modernization of a laundry facility novel washing
machines and washing process (e.g. low temperature process) should be
integrated in an optimal way
• IT-savvy laundry experts (see prior slide) could initiate the joint process
optimization project using novel „mighty“ digital documentation/data

jupyter.org

analysis tools like Jupiter Notebook (better than Excel for large data sets)
• the efficient version control of shared documents as well as additional
project management could be done on with GitHub or GitLab

gitlab.com

• The design of process validation could be also initiated/controlled by ITsavvy laundry experts, e.g. by using R code/design of expert strategies
github.com

Process monitoring & optimization

Process analytics & control
• Process analytic aims to create a holistic picture of the
process flow by means of process measurement technology.
It involves the acquisition and analysis of complex data, e.g.

morphological and chemical information. With those data
the processes can be better controlled and optimized.
• In the most cases, the process measuring systems, e.g.
online sensors, detect cumulative, univariate parameters/

information, e.g. conductivity measurement
derived from R.W. Kessler, Prozessanalytik, Wiley-VCH, 2006.

sensor system „OPUS“ (co. Trios)
for online measuring of COD, BOD, TOC
(trios.de)

Process design, visualization or
simulation
• Further steps are important to achieve optimal process control
• Process design: Using statistically planned experiments for: understanding of the influence
of process parameters on the response of interest (e.g. cost factor), define optimal operating
conditions, derive statistical models of the process.
• Process visualization & simulation: Effective visualization and simulation of process
workflows facilitate the understanding of necessary quality assurance or optimization

measures. Process visualization can be realized as flow chart, 4D simulation or even by
application of virtual reality.

Internet of Things
• “a conceptual framework that leverages on the availability of
heterogeneous devices (i.e. RFID) and interconnection solutions
(i.e. controller, reader), as well as augmented physical objects
providing a shared information base on global scale (i.e. cloudbased solutions), to support the design of applications involving
at the same virtual level both people and representations of
objects.”
• Example: linking physical objects in laundry (i.e. machines,
logistic equipment) via Wireless Sensor Network/RFID (as well
as further interconnections) to virtual representation of all
laundry objects on cloud-based platform
Quote and figure are derived from: L. Atzori et al., Ad Hoc Networks, 2016.

Laundry equipment & automation

Robot systems
• Robot: Reprogrammable or autonomous mechanical system moving in its
environment, programmable in more than one axis.
• Robotic device: Mechanism moving in its environment, programmable in

one axis, with a degree of autonomy.
• Industrial Robot: A robot for use in industrial (process) automation
applications.
 Examples: Robot for sorting or folding of laundry pieces
• Service Robot: A robot provides service excluding manufacturing robots
• Service: Provision of usefulness for well being of humans, society and
equipment.
 Examples: Domestic robotized assistant (home, hospital, public places)
G. S. Virk et al., Advances In Mobile Robotics, 2008.

Laundry equipment & automation

Virtual & augmented realities
• “Virtual reality could be defined as an environment created by a computer system that
simulates a real situation.”
• “Augmented reality technology integrates digital information with real environments

in which people live. Everything Augmented is processed and produced in real time.
This is one of the main differences with virtual reality, which uses artificial
environments. Augmented reality uses the real world and completes it with digital
information. Basically, it increases the amount of information that a human can take

from the environment.
M. Fernandez, High. Learn. Res. Commun., Vol. 7, Num. 1, June 2017.

Education, training & quality assurance
• Digital education & training: “Virtual/augmented reality has found in
education a new area. The learning methodologies with the greatest
impact in current educational systems are those that confront laundry
employees with a real situation that they have to solve using acquired
theoretical knowledge, or by making the employees enhance capacities

that until that moment are nonexistent or underdeveloped. “
 Laundry employees can learn hygiene concepts under different
circumstances in virtual reality e.g. very hot summer or pandemic
environment (i.e. COVID-19 outbreak)
• It is possible to use virtual and augmented reality concepts or even

creation of digital twins for improved quality assurance and process
visualization tasks, e.g. maintaining sensors in a laundry by means of
augmented reality
M. Fernandez, High. Learn. Res. Commun., Vol. 7, Num. 1, June 2017.

